
Château Mayne Guyon

Château Mayne Guyon is run by three lovers of vine and wine,
Bernard Cazeneuve and Thierry Freteaud, both also owner of a
major accounting firm, and Jacques Chardat, oenologist and
owner of other beautiful vineyards in Bordeaux. These three
partners manage the vineyard of Château Mayne Guyon for over
20 years.
The vineyard of Château Mayne Guyon stretches over 30
hectares close to Blaye and its Citadelle, a Vauban fortress listed
as a World Heritage Site by Unesco. The elders tell the fortress
protects the vineyards of Château from weather's whims.
Located in the village of Cars, the vineyard is south oriented on
clay-limestone tablelands, a terroir of "gruppe" formed by small
white pebbles.



Château Mayne Guyon 2015
Red Blaye Côtes de Bordeaux

Area : 40 hectares.
Grape varieties : Merlot 75% - Cabernet Sauvignon 20% -
Malbec 5%.
Work in the vineyard: Work between the vinestocks with a 
rotary weeding for the non-use of chemicals.
Work on one row of vines with an “actisol” (kind of big claw) for 
soil aeration and on the remaining row a natural weed to 
compete with the vine.
Guyot pruning.
Harvests : mechanical with sorter and ginner right on the 
machine for harvesting without vegetable waste.
Work in the winery: Vinification at low temperatures, between 
22 and 26 °C. to preserve the fruit’s aromas and the end of 
fermentation at 30 °C. for the tannic structure. Before bottling, a 
part of the production is ageing in barrels for 6 months.



Tasting…

“A ruby wine with a smooth on the sides of the glass: black fruits
sauce which invites to taste. On the nose, elegant oak flavors
combined with vanilla and black fruits aromas. A beautiful range
developed by a wise wood taste. A final with delicate tannins and
memory of a black fruits picking in the summer.”


